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INTRODUCTIOiSI.
The Kingkade Hotel and Office Building is situated in
the heart of the hasiness district of Oklahoma City, near the
corner of Grand Avenue and Broadway Streets, with a frontage of
50 feet on Grand Ave. and 140 feet on a side alley which runs
parallel to Broadway. The location is ideal for hotel purposes
in that it lies in the neighborhood of constant traffic and is
easily available to business men. Transit facilities make it
very convenient for commercial travelers.
L
or-
GEIIERAl DESGRIPTIOH.
The building, as originally designed by the architects
Bailey & Bailey, of Oklahoma City, was to be ten stories high
and contain 200 rooms with 100 baths. Final revision of Uie
plans limited the structure to eight stories with 150 rooms and
80 baths.
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The stylo is that of the later Renaissance. The di-
mensions, as a whole, are 50 x 140 feet. Fireproof construction,
as far as possible, was used throughout in the erection
of the
building, the hulk of the material heing reinforced concrete.
The structure has a pressed brick front with terra
cotta trimmings.
The interior of the building vvill be such that practi-
cally every room will be connected with a bath. It will
contain
tv/o rapid, passenger, electric elevators and a hydraulic freight
elevator, it will also be supplied with mrkish baths, manicure
parlors, and cigar and news stands. Jiiirther provision is made
for a swimming pool, barber-shop, and other accessories.
The
floors will be of decorative tile.
The interior finish is to be of hard wood, with furni-
ture to match, thus making the building very attractive
to com-
mercial travelers.
CONTRACT.
The general contract fot the building was let to Hugh
McLennB^n & Co., of Chicago, ill., on what is known as a
percen-
tage basis; that is. the contractors agreed to erect
the building
for a certain percent of the estimated total cost of
the structure
In this case the contractors were to receive 7Jh of the
approxi-
mate cost of the building, which was estimated at ^160 000.
the
owner to furnish all labor, material, and the other necessary
expenses. The parties of this contract were Mr. Andrew
Kingkade,
owner, and Ito. Hugh McLennon. who represented his firm
of contrac-
tors which bears his name.
m conjunction with the Kingkade building, there
was
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erected at the same time a five-story warehouse for Ivlr. L. L.
Lawrence, and a similar agreement was drawn up with the contrac-
tors, on a percentage "basis, for the construction of his structure.
Ito. Lawrence's original intention was to only erect a three-story
warehouse, but he v;as finally persuaded to huild five, at a com-
paratively little advance in cost.
RAZIITG MD EKCAVATIKG.
Work on clearing the lot was "begun on February 15th,
1910, the wooden structures on the premises having to be razed.
The excavation of earth for the two building was be-
gun on March 1st, and it required nearly a month to remove the
necessary dirt. The contractors excavated the lot to a depth
of twelve feet belov/ curb-line, their price being 45 cents a
cubic yard, based on a removal of something over 3000 cubic yards.
After completion of the excavation, work on the build-
ing was delayed by infrequent deliveries of material, such as
lumber, rock, ballast, sand, etc., so that preparation for initial
commencement of the building was not effected until June 2, 1910,
on which date steel for the footings was received.
STEEL.
The steel contract for the entire building was let to
the Corrugated Bar Co., of St. Louis, Mo., their estimate on car-
load lots being $2.19 per 100 lbs. f.o.b. cars Oklahoma City. The
agreement was to furnish all the beam and girder reinforcements
fabricated into corrbar units for an additional four dollars
(^4.00) per ton over the entire tonnage required for the building,
making the base price ^2.39 per 100 lbs. to include corrbar units.
Steel for the footings was to be shipped from St. Louis
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stook at sn.87i per 100 lbs. nine days after receipt of
theirs
and the contracto* 's approval.
steel for hasement; first and second story columns;
first and second story floor beams, girder and slab reinforce-
ment was to be shipped from stock at Blasdell, u. Y., at 15 cents
base per 100 lbs. advance over figures above quoted, shipment
to be made in three weeks after accepted proposal.
Drawingswhich were necessary, in accordance with infor-
mation furnished by the architects and the contractors, were to
be given with the steel, the cost of same not to exceed f200. 00.
Shape: The steel as furnished by the Corrugated Bar
Co. is what is known as the square, corrugated bar. These bars
have a guaranteed elastic limit of 50 000 lbs. per square inch
and an ultimate strength of between 75 000 and 80 000 lbs. per
square inch. They are bent; ho-c.
liOADS.
The steel, together with the concrete, was figured to
withstand a live load of 100 lbs. per square foot on the first
floor, 80 lbs. per square foot on the second floor, and 60 lbs.
per square foot on all typical floors, i^ead load included only
weight of concrete and reinforcement.
The total steel was estimated at 117 tons, uf this
amount 56 tons had to be fabricated into corrbar units ai; a cost
of approximately ^plO.OO per ton.
The full contract price for the steel, which included
steel, plans, engineering, and freight, amounted to i|^6126.00.
The freight to Oklahoma City was 69/ per hundred pounds.
It might be of interest to know that 7 of the 117 tons
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of steel were required in making up the 1/4" spirals in the
columns
•
ERECTlOH——i^'OOTHIGS.
The placing of the concrete and steel for the footings
was accordingly hegun on June 2, 1910. The depth of the footings
was two feet deeper than the ordinary "basement, thus making them
14 feet helow grade.
Plate I shows the general layout of the footings, and
Plate II gives details of various footings together with the
steel reinforcement required.
All concrete used in the footings was mixed in the ratio
of 1 : 2 : 4.
CEl'IBNT.
The cement was thoroughly tested by the city engineer
of Oklahoma Uity "before being brought into the grounds, and that
of defective quality was rejected. lola rortland ueraent of best
quality v/as delivered in carload lots and unloaded in bins near
the track, from v/hence it was hauled to the grounds as needed.
SAND Airo ROGZ.
Guthrie sand of excellent quality and grit was used
throughout. Ballast was blue limestone, size being so as to pass
through a one-inch mesh.
Batches were mixed in a Smith concrete Mixer, which was
placed in the center of the building so as to be available and
convenient for all parts of the work. After being thoroughly
mixed, the aggregate was hauled to the respective footing-holes
on especially prepared runways.
Six footings were poured on June 2, the remaining being
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completed on Juno 3 and 4.
i'ooting Uo. 52:
A peculiar incident occurred when the workmen v/ere
ready to pour footing ITo. 52.
In excavating for the building an unkno\?n sewer had
been encountered in the corner, and the contents had been soak-
ing in the wet area for several weeks. This had so softened the
sub-soil, v/hich was of a fine, sandy nature, that in order to
procure solid bearing area, other means than merely placing the
concrete on this sand had to be adopted in order to sustain the
load which necessarily would come upon it. It was finally decided
to build the footing as shown in ths r acompanying sketch.
\
One layer of sacks of neat uement was first placed at
the bottom of the footing, water being kept out for a few minutes
by pumps. Upon this was laid a layer of loose, dry cement. The
pumps were stopped and water allowed to seep in. After setting,
a row of sacks of neat cement was laid diagonally across this,
and upon the whole the regular mixture. 1:2:4, was put. This
was found later to be substantial.
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SOIL.
The soil on which the building rests is a thin, red
sand. As long as it is kept dry there is no danger of its not
supporting any load, "but when in contact with moisture, it takes
the form of quicksand and causes considerable inconvenience.
FORMS.
Front and Side Retaining V/alls:
After completion of the footings, work was immediately
begun on the erection of forms for the front, side, and rear re-
taining walls.
The front retaining wall was carried out 16 feet be-
yond front of building line to curb in order to use the space thus
obtained for future purposes. This had to be poured at night,
the city objecting seriously to its construction on the ground that
it was part of the street.
Rear Retaining Wall:
In erecting the forms for the rear retaining wall con-
siderable difficulty was caused by the caving-in of half of the
,
street after a heavy rainstorm, which occurs infreQuaatly in this
section of the country. With the sudden loosening of much earth
came also the down-fall of the old jail building of the city,
which happened to be in the rear. The sandy loam had loosened
itself from the foundation with the result that 50 feet and over
of wall suddenly caved into the rear of the basement excavation
over night. This necessitated the removal of considerable rub-
bish and ehoring of that portion of the jail which yet remained,
causing considerable delay with the v/ork on the main building.
I'he forms which were borne down by the slide of sand
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were finally placed in position under difficulties and poured.
The side v/alls, where the sewer flowed, gave also a
little uneasiness, but by watching for sand and weak spots it was
easily conquered.
Entire Building:
The forms for the concrete on a whole were erected
and supported by what is knovm as the continuous centering process.
This is a patented system of form construction and royalties must
be paid to the inventors wherever it is used.
COIITIITUOUS UEITTERIHG.
The system relates to reinforced concrete construction;
more particularly to means for, and methods, of constructing and
supporting the centering or false-work required for molding the
several members of reinforced concrete buildings, especially when
divided by horizontal partitions or floors into two or more stories
The method heretofore employed in construction v/ork of
this character has been to start from the foundations and mold
first the supporting columns and then the floor members of the
first floor in boxes and upon sheathing supported from below by
uprights distributed more or less uniformly over the entire area
of the structure; and then to mold the members of the next and
of each succeeding floor in turn upon centering built up from, and
similarly supported upon. the completed floor immediately below.
This mode of procedure is objectionable on several
grounds. In the first place, it is necessary to allow the concrete
of one floor to set before starting the erection of the centering
of the floor above, thus interrupting the work of the carpenters
and of the steel workers and concrete men and rendering the progres
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of the work very slov/. The interference and added expense thus
occasioned are particularly felt in the case of buildings cover-
ing a small ground area.
Another, and more serious ohjection, is due to the fact
that green concrete has little strength and requires a considerahle
period of time, depending upon its size and shape, v/eather condi-
tions, and other considerations, to thoroughly dry and harden. A
newly molded floor must therefore "be supported by temporary shoring
in order to enable it to sustain the weight of the wet concrete
poured into the molds of the floor above.
Broadly speaking, continuous centering consists in
certain novel features in the arrangement and location of temporary
uprights and horizontal carriers upon which the centering for the
floor is supported; and also, where the construction comprises
more than one story, the entire centering for the second and each
succeeding floor is mounted upon, and carried by,—-not the nev/ly
molded floor immediately below, as formerly, but temporary up-
rights which, from suitable foundations below, are extended up
through the centering of the intermidiate floor or floors.
The uprights which constitute the supports for the
centering are set upon suitable foundations, the footings of the
columns as far as practicable, and preferably extend above the
first floor level. They are usually and preferably so disposed
that four will form substantially a rectangle about each of the
interior columns, or rather, positions for such columns, with a
column at the center and with sides parallel to the sides of the
building and of a length about equal to two-fifths of the span in
each direction, thus leaving a space about equal to three-fifths
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Of the span between each group, while two uprights are set on
the inner side of each outer or wall column or column position,
and at ahout the same distance therefrom and from each other as
in the case of the interior columns, the other pair "being here
either omitted or, if found desirable, placed inside of the first
pair.
This disposition of the uprights provides ample space
for setting up the column boxes or molds, insures an even distri-
bution of the load which the uprights have to carry, and avoids
the placing of any of them outside the limits of the building.
The uprights of each group and of the different groups
are tied together and held in position by horizontal members which
are so secured to the uprights and at such a height thereon, that
they may serve as carriers for the boxes and sheathing required
for molding the beams and floor slabs of the first floor, the
uprights and carriers being stiffened and strengthened by knee-
braces secured in place so as to be readily removable.
The usual boxes for the principal girders and cross-
girders or beams are secured in place upon the carriers, the
sheathing which constitutes the platform upon which the floor
slabs are molded is laid upon joists v/hich are also set in place
upon the carriers and assembled thereto if desired, and the boxes
for supporting columns are set up. The floor-sheathing is cut
away so as to fit around the uprights, which, as stated, extend
above the floor level; and after it is in place, a sleeve of
any suitable material, and preferably tapering inwardly from its
upper end, is slipped down over, or molded around, each upright to
prevent its being embedded in the floor-slab and to provide an
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opening therein throngh which it can later be readily removed.
Jfiither after or, usually, before this first floor has been molded,
the uprights are built up above the next floor level in any suit-
able manner, and these extensions are in turn tied together by
horizontal carriers upon v/hich the beam-boxes and floor-sheath-
ing for the second floor are assembled, and sleeves are placed
or formed around the uprights in the same manner as before. The
boxes for the second floor columns are supported preferably upon
additional carriers suitably secured to the uprights for the pur-
pose. In a similar manner, the centering for each succeeding floor
in tuj:'n, and finally for the roof, is built up upon, and is carried
by, the same uprights. Since each floor has to carry only its
ovm weight, the molded concrete is soon hard enough so that the
centering for the floor may be struck and the carriers removed,
the uprights having first been properly wedged within the sleeves.
If, for any reason, as to allow the work of the interior
finishing to proceed, it is desired to remove the lower section
or sections of some or all of the uprights, this may be done,when
the concrete of the lov/er floors has sufficiently hardened, after
securing the uprights to horizontal supports laid upon the hardened
beams of the floor above, or of several consecutive floors, accord-
ing to the load to be carried. After the removal of the uprights
therefrom, the opening left in the floor-slabs are filled up with
concrete in any suitable v/ay.
It is thus possible, and is usual in practice, for work-
men to be removing the centering of the first floor while, simul-
taneously, concrete men are molding the second floor, steel workers
are setting the reinforcement for the floor above, and carpenters
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are building up the centering for a floor still higher up.
The mears and methods employed in continuous centering
are illustrated in Jj'igs. 1, 2, and 3.
rig. 1 is a horizontal section on line B-B of Jj'ig. 2,
showing the under side of the centering of one of the upper floors
of a building in course of construction.
ifig. 2 is a vertical section on line A-A of J^'ig. 1,
showing the centering and supports of an upper floor and the com-
pletely molded first floor from which the centering has been struck
Fig. 3 is a vertical section on line G-G of Fig. 2.
As illustrated in these sketches, the uprights, usually
v/ooden timbers 4" x 4" square for spans of ordinary length and
correspondingly larger for longer spans, rest upon the column
footings, and, extending up to a convenient height above the first
floor level, are built up above the level of the second floor, and
of each succeeding floor in turn, by extensions which are joined
onto their upper ends by cleats. The uprights are tied together
and stiffened by horizontal tie-pieces secured thereto at a suit-
able distance below a floor level, and above these tie-pieces and
immediately below the floor level, by the main girder-carriers
and the secondary girder- or beam-carriers. The skeleton structure
thus formed is further stiffened and strengthened by knee-braces
which at their lower ends abutt against tie-pieces and blocks
upon the uprights, and at their upper ends against blocks on the
lower edge of the beam carriers.
The girder-boxes and beam-boxes, both of the usual con-
struction, rest upon, and are carried by, the girder carriers and
beam carriers respectively, while the sheathing forming a platform
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upon which the floor slahs are molded and cut away so as to fit
around the upright laid upon joists, which, extending between
the girder hoxes parallel to the beam boxes are assembled and rest
upon cross strips mounted upon the upper edges of the beam curves
between the beam boxes in any suitable manner or by cleats. The
sides of the girder boxes are braced by the ends of the Joist
which of not of the full length required, are set with their
ends star-gered, while wedge inserted against the ends oi the rest
strips brace the side of the beam boxes. Ordinary iron clamps may
be used in addition if necessary or considered desirable.
The outer side of the end or spandel beam and girder
boxes are prevented from spreading, ;vhen the concrete is poured
urbicol piece which are secured at their lowere ends by clamps,
or otherv/ise, and at their upper ends to the column carries
or otherwise tied to the upright. A sleeve of metal surrounds
each upright. The case of the L'inghadi building, the sleeves
were ordinary pieces of stcve pipe which were built wedged shohe.
They were unexpressive and very suitable for the purpose intended
The column boxes bound together by the usual cleats,
are supported upon cross pieceswhich are laid beneath three cleats
across column carries secured to the uprights. In the case of
a wall column, where there is only a single pair of uprights
adjacent thereto, the column, carries are extended inwardly past
the upright and braced to the beam carries above b y vertical tieg
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COJrSTRUGTIOlT OP BUILD lUG.
Using the continuous system of centering for erection
of forms, work was "begun in earnest "by tlie contractors on the
major portion of the "building.
Carpenters, Labors and iJteel men, were employed in
abundance and an average of something over 120 men were placed upon
the payroll list.
Column forms for the different columns were laid and
placed in position on the basement footings. Girder boxes and
beams were erected on these and the superficial supports for the
floor slabs were nailed to these.
Getting out of the basement alone required something
over three weeks, as the type ofform constuction was new to the
workmen and rapid progress was somewhat hindered through lack of
experience.
After once reaching the first floor level, the real acti-
vity of the building had been approached.
A good idea of the advancement of the building when using
the continuous centering system can be obtained by noticing View I.
which was taken on July 20, 1910. The arrangement of the uprights
is easily descernible, also the beam boxes and girders. The pos-
ition of the concrete mixer and hoist is also seen. Supported by
beams from below it was placed here on account of convenience and
accessibility to all parts of the building. Mention might also be
made of the hoisting tower and bucket for distribution of concrete.
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The ingredients after being dumped into the mizer which was at
the level of the first floor v/ere here thoroughly comhinod and
automatically run into the hucket. Thence the biicket was raised,
and the aggregate was run off into the gravity shu.te. By using
gravity shutes distribution of concrete was obtained to best ad-
vantage and steel was not distributed by the ever common wheel bar
row which is yet in prominent useage as a means of placing large
quantities of concrete.
In the rear of the hoist is shown the remains of the
old jail building, the city's historic tribunal which vms partially
destroyed by the caving in of the said during ezcavation.
With the completion of the forms and slab supports for ti||e
first floor work was immediately begun on the floor above, thus
keeping the carpenters out of the way of the steel men who were
beginning to place the steel which had been received for the first
floor only. light shifts had been inaugerated and those building
forms were required to be on duty until midnight. Artificial
light, which consisted of numerous incadescent lamps, was used in
abundance
.
PLACIIG OP STEEL— 1st FLOOR.
The general arangement of steel for the first floor
was followed and placed in position according to the design as
shown in Plate III. Steel for the different columns v;as placed
in position according to the schedule shown in Tabel I.
The reinforcement for the beams and girders ?/as placed
according to the design shov/n in the details of Plate IV. Stir-
rups and bent bars were nailed in position v/ith 8d common nails
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so as to hold them somewhere near their original
alignment while
laborers and material men were constantly walking over them.
The steel as required for the different beams for first
floor is g-^ven in Tahle II. The niunher of bars together
with stir-
rups were all figured according to standard methods as
used by the
Corrugated Bar Co. of St. Louis.
Steel for the stairs leading from the basement lobby to
first floor was designed and placed in position according
to the
arrangment shown in Plate V. The front stairs leading from
the
basement to first floor were changed somewhat from the
original
design and were not erected until the building had been
nearly com-
pleted.
MIHOE ACCESSORIES.
While the steel men were thus engaged, the electricians
and plumbers were likewise occupied at their respective
trades.
The Conduit system of wiring was used extensively throughout
the
structure, and the Conduit pipes for basement lighting were
stretcher
in a net work over the first floor. The plumbers were
busily cut-
tin- holes and putting temporary piping in position, which
would
not interefere with the concrete when floors were ready to
be
poured.
The elevator guides wore likewise placed in readiness
by the Otis Elevator Co. and with the various other
industries
employed the first installment of the building presented
rather a
unique appearance. With fine weather and shipmeat of much
material
the advancement made within ten days is shov.n in view II.
which
was tal^en oh August 1st, 1910. Most of the steel for
the first
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floor is in position, the second floor is ready I'or steel and the
third floor is well under way. A very distinct method of supporting
the girder "boxes can he distinguished. The distance the uprights
are ahove the floor is likewise noticeahle, as is also the stove
pipe wedges which were placed over each upright. The hoist tower
has "been increased to several stories and the gravity shutes are
"being put in position for the second floor.
COITCRETE--FIRST FLOOR.
During the first week of August 1910 the concrete for
the first floor was run, Into the false work, likewise that of the
adjoining columns and retaining' walls . Something over three days
v;as required for this operation, as troiihle was encountered hy
frequent delays of material, misplacement of steel and dissatisfied
workmen. All forms were first sprinkled with a hose on account of
excessive warping due to heat. Concrete was first placed in the
column forms and thence run into the retaining and side walls, af-
ter which the amount required for floor slahs ?/as run down the
gravity shutes. Considerable difficulty was encountered in the
gravity shutes from the fact that the concrete would set so fast
that they would hecome frequently clogged and needed constant wash-
ing which would dissolve the cement from the rest of the mixture.
La"borers v/ith hose to move the mass quickly were employed until the
shutes were lined with tin at which they worked smoothly, and the
concrete mass moved very readily. All concrete used was of 1 : 2 :
4 mixture, except that puured in columns 46 and 47, which was of
a rich consistency of 1 : 1 : 2. The columns were filled within
five inches hclow the floor level. This was done so as to facil-

itate the placement of steel and spirals for the next floor, also
to give a good "bond between concrete and steel.
Work on the huilding from this time on proceeded rapidly.
Although the heat was excessive, considerable advancement was made
in another week as shown in View III. The concrete floor for the
first story is completed sind column forms are heing placed in -'pos-
ition for the second story floor posts. A good idea of the rein-
forcement for columns can he noticed hy looking at the front right
column form which is open to show the spiral method of reinforcement
The heam boxes for the second and third story are in position and
uprights have been erected for the fourth floor.
STEEL-- SEGOID FLOOR.
Steel, as can be noticed in View III is being placed in
position for the second floor. The general arrangement of steel
was placed in position according to the design submitted on Plate
VI. Plate Vi shows also the reinforcement that was required for
the small loggia which extended outward to the curb line. This
balcony extended on a level with the second floor and formed a
minature roof garden.
Plate VII gives a detailed sketch of a beam together with
reinforce/nent. A section through the elevator well is also shown.
The steel required for beams in the second story was placed in pos-
ition and held according to the schedule as described in Table III.
The steel for the. stairs leading from the first to the second floor
was laid according to the design submitted on Plate VIII. The
column reinforcement was effected as given in Table I. The conduits
for electric wiring, and plumbing outlets, were also nailed in pos-
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ition at this time.
YIEV7 IV.
View IV. shows the progress made on the "building up to
August 15, 1910. The column forms have practically "been completed
for the first story. Steel for the second floor is in position and
the exterior wall on the Lawrence building is "being laid. The grav-
ity shutes have heen erected for the pouring for the third floor.
A good idea also can he gained of the large storage of aggregate
which is seen in the front of the picture.
POURING OP SEGOITD FLOOR.
The concrete required for second floor aiid first story
columns was poured commencing the afternoon of August 18, 1910 and
entirely completed on the following day. Better systematic arrange-
ment of shutes ;a more uniform method of delivering and discharging
the aggregate in mixer, gave hettor results than when the first
floor was covered. The gravity shutes after heing covered with
metal gave no more trouble and great success was o'btained from their
usage
.
VIEY/ V.
View V shov/s the dexterity with which the workmen labor-
ed up to August 25, 1910. The second story column forms are in pos-
ition, the front ones have been filled with concrete and the third
story or roof height of the Lawrence building, which has been men-
tioned, is reached. The forms for the Kingkade building have been
carri3d up to the sixth story. All material for forms was hoisted
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"by means of the jin-pole shown at the left of the photo. Part of
the forms have been removed from the first story columns, the
specifications sa^^ing that forms could he removed after concrete
had been placed in them four days. Climatic conditions in this
section of the country are very suitable for the setting of concrete
and it hardens readily.
TYPICAL FLOORS.
From the third floor on the forms for the remaining part
of the building were practically of the same type of construction,
and reduction only had to he made for smaller columns. Hence the
form T7ork proceeded rapidly and from August 26, 1910 on a floor a
day was on an average placed in position. The steel for the entire
building had been received and ¥7ork was rushed from eight o'clock
in the morning until midnight over the whole area. The steel for
the floors from the third story up Y/as laid according to the design
submitted in Plate IX. The general type of beams ?/as typical to
that shown on Plate VII, which refers to second floor.
PLATE Z.
The general design of the interior of the columns is
shown in Plate Z v/ith sections through the two center columns.
A view also is given over the light court skylight.
PLATE XI
.
The steel reinforcement for the typical stairs around the
elevator is given in Plate ZI and was placed in position according
to this drawing. The beams required for the typical floors were
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designed together with the reinlorcement according to the schedule
given in Tatle IV. Steel was placed in the forms together with
slalD reinforcement according to TalDle IV and Plate IX. The general
thickness of slabs for the respective floors was five inches.
Steel for the various columns was placed in position according to
the schedule given in Table V.
VIEW VI
.
View VI shows the completion of forms up to the siz:th
story with considerable progress made on the seventh. The columns
have been poured up to the sizth floor, the tov/er has been raised
to its last height and steel is in position from the third floor
up. It was the intention of the contractors to pour these four
floors, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth, one immediately after the
other and this was accomplished beginning with the third floor on
September 2n^, 1910. The city papers of Oklahoma City claimed a
world's record had been made in quick distribution of concrete.
Since steel, conduit and plumbing pipes, were all in place and
gravity shutes erected just where needed, it was comparatively easy
to pour them in rapid succession, uhile concrete was busily being
rushed to the various floors, carpenters were erecting what might
be said the final stages of fom construction. '1^ floor a day'.' was
still the motto and what was accomplished can best be seen by
noticing View VII and VIII.
VIEW VII.
View VII shows the construction of the building up to
the morning of September 2, 1910. A considerable number of forms
have been removed and much of this lumber has been carried to the
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upper floors.
VIEW VIII.
View VIII shoT/s the advanceinent up to three o'clock of
Septeinher 3rd, 1910. The forms for the seventh floor are practical-
ly completed, the column forms and girder "boxes for the eighth
floor are well under way, and staging for the roof and final cover-
ing has been started.
VIEW IZ.
•
Vie?/ IZ shows the forms for the Kingkade hiiilding pract-
ically completed. Considerahle lumber has been removed from the
other floors and the uprights of the Lawrence bi^.ilding are being
extended tv/o stories; for it v;as decided by the adj'oining party
to build a five story warehouse instead of a three.
Steel had been placed in position on the seventh and eight:
floors, also on the roof of the Kingkade building which was to be
of slab reinforcement covered with tar and gravel.
VIEW Z.
Viev/ Z, taken September IE, 1910, shows that the seventh
and eighth floors have been poured and final form covering is being
erected on the Lawrence building. Brick v/ork has commenced again
on the side wall and a general sho.pe of the structtire as a whole
can be realized.
VIEYJ ZI.
Something over three weeks later View ZI was taken which
shows practically the removal of all forms. The hoisting tower

t
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which gave splendid success has been taken doT?7n and parts have "been
removed to the front where it is serving its purpose again for the
delivering of hrick to all places. Guy wires have heon put in pos-
ition for the swinging stages or acaffolds, for the brick layers
and everything is in readiness for enclosing the skeleton frame.
A storage tank for fire protection another service, capacity 8000
gallons, is being erected on the roof near the pent house.
VIEW XII.
View XII shows the progress of the brick work up to llov.
25, 1910. The sidewalls of the Lawrence building are practically
completed, and the Kingkade building is over half enclosed. The
brick work from this date on proceeded rapidly and little more can
be said from a constructive stand point.
The final view. View XIII, taken in January 1911, shows
the building all enclosed ?/ith roof on, windows in place, cornice
erected and exterior constructive features completed; except the
copper spandrels beneath the windows which were received and placed
in position in February 1911.
lUTEEIOR WORK.
From the 15th of September, work was rushed on the in-
terior of the building as well as the exterior. The cement floor
in the basement had been laid and much had been done to the ar-
rangement of the various parts as shov/n in Plate XII. Plastering
had begun and walls were being rapidly coated. The other floors
were not being neglected, and practically every part of the struct-
ure 7?as receiving attention. The first floor v/as perfected accord-
ing to the design on Plate XIII, and second and typical floors were
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completed according to Plate 2IY. Windows were fire-proof and wire
glass was used in those in the rear of the stru.ctnre where the
fire
escapes v/ere located.
The following frora an extract received Janiiary EO, 1911
gives the progress of the huilding inclusive to that date.
"The Kingkade building is now nearing its last stages.
The lobhy finish is being begun, and marble work will start in a
few days and plaster beams are being put up. The double swinging
doors for the front are in. The finish up stairs is to be white
enamel. All doors to be mahogany. Lobby, Billisra Hall, Lobby in
basei^ent and Cafe to be circussium walnut. Walls to be sand finished
and then decorated. Heating to be Durham Vacuum System. Plumbing
to be city pressure to third floor with tank pressure above, tank
capacity 8000 gallons. A YacuujTi Cleaning System is installed with
risers connected to vacuum pimp in basement. Plumbing to be cross
connected to house pump and well, which is to be installed later.
Elevators are being installed by the Otis Elevator Go. of Dallas,
Texas; one running with a direct current, the other indirect. The
freight elevator has a capacity of six tons and will be run with
hydraulic pressure. The entire building will be completed presuanabl
by March 1st, 1911."
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00 ST OF BUILDIITG.
In the original contract the estimated cost of the build-
ing was $150,000.00. This to include, the architects commission
of five percent, the commission on loan of $137,000.00 for the
building and the contractors percentage commission of seven percent
for erection. In order to keep the building within the
estimated
cost considerable changes had to be made in various materials on
which a reduction could be had. This lowered the relative cost
extensively, yet did not materially diminished the beauty of the
structure as a whole. Various methods were in vague for keeping
account of all things pertaining to the erection of the hotel and
by a very systematic arrangement the outlook and cost of the
building
each week were kept track of. Voucher statements were prepared
each
week of every item of expense encountered by the contracters, and
these were turned into the architects for their approval, who
issued
certificates for payment according to what they thought was justifi-
able for the issuing week.
PAYROLL
The weekly payroll was kept on a separate time sheet, and
the cost per diem for each piece of labor performed could be
easily
figured. A sample time sheet is showTa on the following page.
The contractors also kept an itemized list of
everything
Which pertained to the construction of the hotel
and the architects
checked their accounts with the contractors'
expense.
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I
dob No...
Owner...
PAY ROLL
HUGH Mclennan & co.
Week ending ..191.
$....
1 241 First National Bank Bkl^.
Chicago
Branch Office ._fi^:^^^?T^'^!%>tOr-?^ (^^-^^,
I hereby cert if 3' the above to be correct:
^^y^a^ -t<v^»>>-^^^<»>^^ Time Keeper
HUGH xMcLEiNNAN & COMPANY
EUILDIXG CONSTRUCTIOX
Pay Roll for the Week Ending..
_
-^^^^>Kt-<^gri^..^?^T.
Job No //?/.
Owner ^^iy:^. ^^.^j^A^
1910....
Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
Approved: J^z^
J"ACT' \ J-
Hours
Bate i^a
^^pproved:
.jgcL-^ ^ jtS^L^J'^^ Total
Brought For.
Total
itours
Rate
Current
Pay Roll
No.
Advance
Pay Roll
Grand Total
^ /: 2
00
u
06\
4
—
V
4 ...
TJtal
Total
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REPORTS.
Reports were made out daily of everything pertaining to
the huilding and sent to the general office of the contractors.
Here the bookkeeper worked these reports up into units of measure-
ment, as cost of lahor per cuhic foot of concrete, per harrel of
cement, numher of square feet of form erected, etc. and from this
it was easy to ohtain the unit cost hereinafter given.
Materials received on the joh were reported on cards
especially printed for this purpose. The principal materials were
reported in order as they v;ere placed on the ground, thus giving
the time keeper accurate accounts and at the same time making his
part of the work much easier than it otherwise would have been.
The distribution letters for various parts of the work are given
below, thus:
"A" designated, General Conditions, "B" , Excavations.
"G", Footings, "D" , Footing Porms , "E" , Tile and Drains, "F"
,
Brickwork, "G',' Reinforced Concrete work, "H" , Damp Proofing, "I"
Concrete Fonas, "J", Carpentry, "K" , Tile Partitions, "L" , Metal
Lath, "li", Reinforcem.ent, "P" , Painting, "Q", Cement Floors and
Walls, and "R" , Plastering. 3y following this method of recordin
work, the cost of each particular kind could be easily calculated
from the time keeper's sheet.
The time keeper also reported the number of barrels of
cement mixed in a day which was usually done by the man in charge
of the mizer, counting the empty bags and in addition the actual
volume of concrete measured in place. From this, knowing the
proportions, it was a simple manner to obtain the amount of scJid

and stone used, also to see if the right amount of cement was "be-
ing used. Carpenter work on forms was reported hy the number of
square feet of surface in contact with concrete erected.
Walls were measured two sides without deducting doors and
windows. It is usual to let the forms rim straight across these
openings unless it is impossible on account of mouldings, in which
case the framing of the opening would cost as much as the frame
work omitted.
Beam floors were measured around the perimeter of the
beams. the flat surfaces of the panel and around the perimeter of
the girders. Ho deduction was made for the loss of area by the
intersection of beams and girders. Small openings in the floor
were not deducted.
Form work for columns was measured for the entire area
of surface contact between wood and cement on all four sides. As
is the usual custom, the stairways and openings as large as the
elevators were deducted. Concrete was itemized into superintend-
ence, general labor of mixing and placing, cost of cements, sand,
stone and miscellaneous expenses, such as teaming and handling from
the cars.
E2PEHDITURES.
A conservative estimate of the cost of the completed
hotel is given in the listed items which follow. As far as practic
able distinct accounts have been made and arranged in such order
that the cost of certain phases of the work can be easily computed.

May 6, 1910,
June 25
,
July 2,
July 9,
July 16.,
July 23,
July 50,
August 6,
August 13,
August 20,
August 27,
Sept. 3,
Sept. 9,
Sept. 16,
Sept. 23,
Sept. 30,
Oct. 7,
Oct. 14,
Oct. 21,
Oct. 28,
Hoy. 4,
NOY. 11,
IIOY. 18,
Nov. 25,
Dec. 2,
Dec. 9,
-64-
WEEECLY PAYROLL.
Payroll and Material, ------- |28.92
Payroll, 269.09
Payroll, Week Ending July 2, 395.51
Payroll, 581.56
n 478.03
n ' - 663.65
n 750.00
It 830.70
It 800.50
It 1219.12
n «- 1521.12
" ¥eek Ending Aug. 26, 1910,1423.40
« Week Ending Sept. 3,1910, 2227.11
It » 407.35 11596.06
Week Ending Sept. 23,- -
600.00
440.00
300.00
300 . 00
547.00
401.00
253.20
430.10
823.02
1094.10
1412.70
2000.00
715 .00 ^316.12
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WEEKLY PAYROLL, CONTD.
Brought forward, -------------
Dec. 16, 1910, Weekly Payroll,
Dec. 23, " "
Dec. 30, " " - -
Jan. 6, "
Total, - -- -- -- -- -- -- ----
June 6
,
July 2,
July 9,
July 16,
Aug^ 13,
Sept. 3,
Sept. 23,
Oct. 14,
Oct. 21,
Oct. 28,
Nov. 18,
llov. 25,
Dec. 2,
Dec. 9,
- = - - $20912.18
185 7.00
354.00
262.45
202.85 _ 1676.30
$20588.48
MISCELLANEOUS PAYROLLS k EXPENSES.
One Smith Concrete Mixer, - - - - -
McLennan & Pratt (Expenses), - - -
Hoisting Engine, ----------
Engine Services, ----------
James Slattery (Expenses), - - - -
McLennan & Co. " - . . -
Hoisting Engine, ---------
Chas. Gordon (Expenses), - « - - -
Stomi & Erickson, - -- -- -- --
E3q}ense, - -- -- -- -- -- --
Bennett, (Expenses), -------
L. E. Bailey, "
Lylse Dunning Co. (Expenses), - - -
McMichael (S:>rpenses) , -------
Expenses, -------------
W. C. Maveland (La"bor),
E. J. Davis (Lahor) , -
Expense, -------
W. C. Maveland (LaTDor)
,
Expense, -------
Expense, -------
11511.00
50.00
999 .60
1.00
10,00
60.00
1229.60
2.00
60.00
1.00
55.00
75.00
10.00
14.00
1.00
15.00
17.00
3.00
15.00
2.80
1.00
|4133.00
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COST OP HOCK,
1910
July 30 Stone.
Aug. 6 Rock
Sept. 19 Kock
Uov. 18 Stone (Ingalls Stone Co.
Total
5.00
74.50
1573.60
1054.00
2707.10
FREIGHT 01 ROCK.
1910
May IE
July E
July 9
16
July30
Aug 6
" 13
" S7
Sept 3
Freight on car of stone
n ti Ro(
fi II tt
tt It tt
tt rt TI
It !l It
II It tt
u n It
ti It It
n n H
n tt tt
11 It It
M ti tt
n ti tt
If n n
11 n n
It
It
tl
Tt
tt
n
tt
tt
tt
n
tt
tt
It
ft
Total
1 49.58
55.03
E6.00
5S.68
35.00
75.00
15.00
119.30
45.00
40.00
75.00
185.00
30.41
100.00
40.00
65.00
1008.00
FREIGHT on SAITD Al© GRAVEL.
July 16 Freight on sand 7.75
30
Sept 3
9
E3
tt ."^ tt It 30.00
rt " " 300.00
tt n tt 70.00
tt n It 100.00
Total I 507.75
COST OF SAIJD AiJD GRAVEL.
July 16 Sand 184.63
Tt*^ 30 " EE. 40
Aug 13 "
^ 27 " 35.25
" and gravel 100.00
4.00
" " It EOO.OO
n 6.70
" 133.64
" 30 . 00
tt 500.00
Total t' 1S82.7S
SOTDt 3
19
Oct. 7
E8
Dec. S
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COST OF BRICK,
July 2 McLennan Go. (Brick) $ 12.00
Brick Co 53.50
McLennan & Go. " 60.22
Oct. 28 Building Brick 225.00
Dec. 2 Hanson Supply Go " 700.00
National Builders Supioly Co. Brick 1100.00
Total 5 2150.72
FREIGHT OH BRICK.
Aufl:. 27 Freight on Brick s? 66.00
Sept. 23 " " " 40.00
IIov. 25 " " " 1-^5.90
Total ^ 252.90
COST OF STEEL.
1910.
May 12
July 16
July 31
tt IT
Aug. 6
13
IT Tt
" 27
II Tt
Sent. 3
19
" 23
Oct. 28
Corrugated Bar Co (Carload of Steele);^ 550.00
It TT II (Steel) 600.00
It II II II 600.00
n tt It It 400.00
IT tt It 11 800.00
It n ft It 700.00
TT It It ii 600.00
II II n n 782.39
11 It ft n 24.73
It n n n 80.00
TI ti n n 31.60
n n n II 16.00
tt IT
Total
11 It 179.68
FREIGHT Oil STEEL.
1910 „
,
May 12 Freight on Steel 4 142.45
Jnly 2 " " " 30.00
It 15 Tt rt tt 200.00
It 23 ir " " Spirals 70.00
It 20 " " " 100.00
" " " 132.70
" " " 22.29
It n It 248.70
Leramurage . 1 . 00
13 " (Steel £c Hauling) 23.38
II 2Y " " " 18.75
II «i " " " 42.80
Total 1082.07
" 30
Aug. 6
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COI/EBIKED FREIGHT.
July
Aug
II
9
30
13
20
27
Frei:9:lit on Hock, Sand X Hoist
sand, rock & Steel
sand
It
11
n
11
ti
Total
& ro6k
IT
stone & Steel
f 201.63
150.76
79.97
190.00
50.00
250.00
f 922.36
COST OP LTJIiBEE.
1910.
May 12
n n
July 2
" 28
Aug. 13
Sept. 9
Sept. 10
Oct. 21
28
Hov. 4
" 25
Dec. 2
" 16
It pet
1911.*^*^
Jan 6
Car of lumber
LumlDer from lIcLennan & Go.
n n tt n n
DeBolt Lumber Co.
Lumber & Cement
II II n
II n n
DeBolt Bros (Lumber)
Lumber, etc.
Mill work
Debolt Luinber Co
II II "
" Bros (Lumber)
II M "
Victoria Lumber Co.
Total -
95.39
159.71
5.87
672.85
3415.07
4200.00
648.00
500.00
900.00
750.00
1.05
1200.00
455.44
7.00
92.07
1000.00
:;?13902.45'
* P.O.B. Cars Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
KLEIIT & CO. Ornamental Iron.
Oct.
Hov.
21
25
Jani
J.B.Klein (Iron work)
II
Tl n n
" (Iron Contract)
Total -
TI II II "
II II
$ 125.00
320.00
375.00
600.00
-T? 1420.00
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TERRA COTTA.
Hoy. 25 Northwestern Terra Gotta Co
Dec. 23
Total - - - -
$ 890.00
1511.48
^
^ 2401.48*
Contract price f2750. 00
GYP30N BLOCK lUTERIOE PARTITIONS.
Dec. 2 n.S. Gyp-son Co. (Gyp.Block)
n 22 I! n " " " "
Total - - - - -
$ 1534.99
922.57
I
PESIGHT UilLISTED—V/iRIOUS ITEMS.
2464.66
Aug. 27
Sept. 16
30
Freight Unlisted
tT
n
Oct. 21
28
Hov.
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
«
It
Dec.
18
18
18
n
It
It
n It
25
n
It
rt
23
II
II
II
ti
n
ti
ti
n
It
It
It
II
It
n
It
n
rt
n
If
Tt
n
II
It
II
It
n
If
n
It
It
n
II
II
n
II
11
n
n
tt
n
It
II
It
It
n
n
tt
n
n
It
Metal Windows
Unlisted
tf
tt
It
It
Total
384.00
74.00
40.00
5.00
116.26
149.60
116.36
147.27
20.00
125.00
44.00
200.00
102.79
45.50
464.00
37.00
225.00
50.00
455.08
43.39
297.75
200.00
142.09
5.70
12.00
2.00
4.00
35.00
1.70
125.00
3669.59
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EZPHESS.
1910
July 2
" 23
Aug 6
27
SeiDt. 3
23
30
Dec. 23
Express on Castings
It
(Broadv/ay Carriage Sliop)
Total - - It*
3.86
.81
5.00
.90
12.50
.75
.30
.45
7.00
.85
32.42
Oct. 28
Boy. 4
18
Dec. 2
" 16
TEAMIIIG, TRAIISFERRIilG, HAULIIIG.
Date Stone, Sand, Cement, Lumber & Steel.
1910 , .
^ „^
May 12 O.K. Transfer Co. (Moving engine) o.Wb
July 2 Hauling H'vt
23 Moving Hoist 3.75
20 " " 5.00
Se-ot.23 E. J. Y/ooly- -hauling 200.00
^ 30 " " " " 10.85
Oct. 14 Hauling
" 13.00
ri 75.00
tt 40.00
n 50 . 00
" 140 . 58
n 250.00
n 160.00
n 82.50
" 150.00
M 85.00
n 80 . 00
22 " 28 .J,5
Total I 1442.82
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LEHCHAIJDISE
July 9
Aug. 27
Sept. 3
" 23
Oct 14
IIov 18
lov 25
It n
1910
IT
RublDer Boots
Merchandise
ec 2
II IT
H
tl
If
It
n
ft
It
If
fi
n
Total
ICE AlTD T7ATEH.
July 30. 1910 Ice
Aug 6 It It
If 27 n If
Sept 3 It It
It 9 It If It
It 23 If It
Oct 7 IT Water
It 14 If Ice
It 28 It it_
Total
lIov 18
Dec 2
Dec
It
Jan
9
It
23
6
1910
If
If
ti
It
1911
PLASTER JIG
Gomez (Plastering)
It
•r
n
rt
ti
It
If
Total
ELEVATORS
Jan. 6 1911 Otis Elevator Co.
HEATING
Nov 25, 1910
DSc 2
" 16
It If II
Southern Heating Co
Jan 6 1911
1.75
28.87
12.15
.15
14.25
2.00
10.00
5.00
1.55
16.26
30.00
7.00
S128.98
5.00
5.00
5.00
2.50
10.00
15.00
6.00
2.50
1.25
^52. 25
760.08
887.82
812.25
1725.95
1922.75
1987.95
650,00
5539.68
14,286.48
3600.00
367.10
330.40
255.77
416.84
284.19
1654.30
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HARDT/AKE
July 2 1910 Hardware
Aug 20
" 27
Sept 23
" 30
Oct
Hot
Pec
Jan
28
11
25
23
6 1911
(Stair enclosure)
Total
7.83
80.00
121.39
40.00
174.00
75.00
61.20
60.00
20.00
900.00
1549,42
Sept 16 1910 B. F. Hutchinson (plumbing)
Oct 7 IT Tf Tl
tt
11 ft Tf II If IT
IT 21 Tf n Tf
IT
II If If II II IT
If 28 It It II It
Nov 11 II II ft It
n tf Tf n ff Tt
ft 18 ft It It
tf
Dec 2 Tf IT If
Tt
Tt IT Tl
tf 16 Tl Tf Tf IT
IT Tf IT If It II
ff 23 IT Tl Tf Tl
85.75
2227.25
283.53
587.40
791.12
427.07
391.57
418.08
687.15
765.00
798.59
306.30
3194.19
1470.94
Total 12333.94
ELHCTHIC COIITRACT
Sept 3 1910 Arnold and ^^etherbee 804.29
" 16 ' " " 340.00
Dec 2v " " " 300.00
" 16 " " " 204.00
July 9 ' " " (electric meter) 5.00
Total 1663.29
I^OYALTIES - COITIinJOUS CEilTERIIG
Aug 20, 1910 American System of Reinforcing (Royalties) 463.99
Sept 3 1910 " " " " 593.09
jjov 18 It If n It It 146.10
Total 1203.18
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n
MISCELLx'iEEOUS ITEI\iS.
LilBOR AHD MATERIAL.
^
May 12. 1910, Installation of Telephone, 5f5*n^
« * Cement Gutter, 14.00
July S, Moore & McClure (Engineering Services) 7.60
" Cramer & Cole, (Coal), 12 •OO
" " MoLennan & Co.. (Tools), 68.19
" " Tarpaulins, 3.50
IT IT mre Cable, 36.00
July 9, McLennan & Co., Saw, 14.00
" Southern Surety Co., Bonds for Protec-
tion of workmen, 750.00
23. Coal 3.50
Aug. 13^ Installation of Electric Motors, 100.80
" ^
* Kent (Storage Expense), 12.50
tt n T^'iling Saw, -SS
Aug. 20, OlLLahoma Electric Co. (Current Service), 2.27
" " Sills for wrecked Jail, 13.10
" 27, Thimhles (Continuous Centering), 110.00
Sept. 3, Oil, .45
" " Storage, 12.50
Sept. 9, Electric Current, 6.31
Sept. 16, Oklahoraa Gas & Electric uo .,( Current ) , 6.08
" Storage, 13.00
Sept. 23, Merrill & Branif (Insurance), 400.00
Cut Stone, 1.15
Sept. 30, Anson Supply Go. (Material), 70.00
Oct. 7, Tools, 16.80
" " Lime and Cement, 28.24
Sheet Metal, 13.12
Oct. 21, Machinery, 7.00
Oct. 28, Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co.. (Current), 65.00
ITov. 11, Selden Breck (liachinerjr) , 18.63
" v;yle & Co. (Machinery), 50.32
Nov. 25, Machinery, 40.00
Bee. 2, Machinery, 10.00
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co. (Current), 7.00
I. T. Lee (Material), 50.00
A. M. Hughes Paint Co. (Paint), 2.00
Oklahoma Material Co., 4.00
Storage, 1.00
Bee. 9, Sheet Metal Co., 290.00
Total. 12326.36'
n TT
l» TT
tt If
IT TT
TT •»
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SEPARATE GOUTRACTS
Klnt^ Sheet Metal Co
Roofing {tar and gravel) ^
L. I. Gray xloofing Co (lalDor) 67 squares of roofing
at sp3.75 per square
Terra Cotta Contract with Northwestern Terra Gotta Oo
Hearst (i'inish Contract)
Total
% 2996.00
1551.78
251.25
2750.00
7500.00
15049.03
COMBINED ITEMS
Brick
Steel
Rock and Stone
LumlDer
Sand and Gravel
Pay Roll (weekly)
Miscellaneous Pay Roll and Expenses
Excavation
Teaming and Hauling
Freight on Brick
" Steel
" Rock
Com"bined freight (steel, rock etc)
Freight unlisted
Express
Freight on Sand and Gravel
Merchandise
Ice and Water
Mscellaneous -'items
Iron V7ork ( ornAmental
)
Gypson Block
Separate Contracts
Plumbing
Electric Contract
Royalties - Continuous Centering
Elevators
Hardware
Heating
Plastering
Actual expenditures
Placing of Loan on $137,000.00 (commission)
Architects fees'
Contractors Percentage
Bills out standing payable at 30 and 60 days
after Janucry 1st.
2150.72
5364.40
2707.10
13902.45
1282.72
22588.48
4133.00
1440.00
1442.82
252.90
1082.07
1008.00
922.36
3669.59
32.42
507.75
128.98
52.25
2326.36
1420.00
2464.66
15049.03
12333.94
1653.29
1203.18
3600.00
1549.42
1654.30
14286.48
120,208.5"7
10,860.00
6,000.43
10.000.00
2,840.00
Cost of Building 149,909.00
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The a^bove items have been taken from the vouchers, a
sample of T/hich is sho?/n, turned into the office of Bailey k Bailey,
Architects, hy Hugh. McLennan 8c Co., and for which certificates
have heen rendered. This includes all labor and material in the
building to date of January 6, 1911, with the exception of pajn-iients
on bills bought at thirty and sixty days. Final settlement at the
tirie this account had been rendered had not been made, but the list
practically includes everjrthing which pertained to the erection.
Reports received the latter part of May, 1911, give the total cost
of the building as |149,909.00 which includes the architects and
contractor's commission. It will be noticed that the commission for
placing the loan on ;i?lS7 .000 .00 v/hich was needed for immediate ser-
vice when the building was first begun exceeded the contractors
proposal for construction. By observing some of the general items
it will be seen that labor, namely Payroll, and material claimed
over one third of the total cost of the structure.
The royalties for use of patent rights for continuous
system of form construction exceeded over ^'^1200.00.
Plumbing amounted to something over splS.OOO.OO and
Plastering over $14,000.00. These amounts include labor required
for the necessary work.
The cost of elevators was comparatively low for this
type of building.
Hardware and vacuum system of heating were not expensive.
Freight and Drayage were quite an item. The amount of
steel used did not quite come to the Corrugated Bar Co's. estimate.
Cornice and Gutter work was rather above the ordinary
cost, exceeding 52600.00. Ornamental iron work for stairs was com-
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LAWRENCE VOUCHER '
Tc TAL Amc
1
)UNT Tot AL To-PAL
1
1
/: 7/
1
Ll-.-
/
1
I
-
i 1 i
\
\
/
1
i
^
j
i
!
i
< /
i
\
1
1
Trot>
j
il
1 \
VOUCHER KINGKADE LAWRENCE VOUCHER
Date Cert. Nos. Amount Amount Total No. DESCRIPTION Amount Total
;
// /If p^n ^3"^ /?'y**
\ If 1^5 ^6Q\%0 L 0,60 /So 0%
/a. ^auSki^^- ^^.xn^^..^
/c?
Amount Total
I
Total
57
/t>7/
1m
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paratively reasonalDle.
Considering the great quantities of crushed rock used,
the cost of it was very low, the total not exceeding much over
(,?S700.00.
UHIT COSTS.
As far as possible unit costs on various items were ob-
tained from the office, of the contracters late in May, 1911. From
their estimates it is interesting to note that the unit cost: of
concrete columns were;
Cost of Concrete Columns.
Forms per square foot.
Carpenter lahor
§ .121
Lumher
.038
Nails & T7ire
I .001
Total
f .160
Concrete per cubic foot.
Concrete
labor
Q .062
General
labor
Cement Aggregate Teaming
1^
.004 ^ .067 ^ .084 .011
Total
^ .164
Cost of Beam Floors Reinforced Concrete.
Forms per square foot.
Carpenter labor Lumber
I .145 5 .108
Concrete per cubic foot.
Concrete General Cement Aggregate Teaming Total
labor labor
^ .120 % .020 $ .108 § .100 ^ .007 § .355
Hails & T/ire
^ .004
Total
^ .257
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Cost of Footings arfi Foundations.
Forms per square foot.
Carpenter lalDor LumlDer l^ails Sc Wire Total
$ .100 ^.03 # .003 liJ .133
Concrete per cubic foot.
Concrete General Cement Aggregate Teaming Total
labor labor
§ .042 <1 .025 $ .07 I .065 #.008 .145
The unit cost of concrete and form work seemed somewhat
in excess of that which is custoraary for this class of work. The
higher variation may be accounted for by the location of the build-
ing, also the city, the sources of obtaining the material and many
other little difficulties v/hich frequently must be considered.
Unit Cost of Entire Building.
per cubic foot—entire structure.
Basing the building as 50 x 140 feet and a height of 100 feet,
149909 4.
the cost per cubic foot of entire structure is 7000OO " = "^^'^ '^^^^
which is a fair estimate on this type of work.
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ADDEIJA.
Further coimnunication with the architects during the
latter part of May, 1911 state that the Lav/rence huilding is be-
ing huilt to a height of eight stories as originally contemplated.
After the completion of five stories lir. Lawrence decided to pro-
ceed with the other three so as to make this huilding the sa^ne
height as the Kingkade structure.
The third floor of tho Lawrence huilding, Plate XV
is to he used in conjunction with the Kingkade hotel as sample
rooms. This layout was made after the walls were completed and
windows in place. The symmetry of the windows is not of the host
hut the general lighting is good. By noticing Plate XY it ?/ill
he seen that each sample room is connected with a locker and
shower-hath; the idea heing, that each salesman will sleep with
his samples. The vents noticed on the plan are to he carried
through the extra floors and discharged through ventilators on
the roof which are equipped with asperating coils.
The State Law Department of Oklahoma, consisting of
the Attorney General's office, the Supreme Court, Lihrary, and
Criminal Court of Appeals, v/ill occupy the upper five floors of
the Lawrence huilding.





